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Revolutionizing
 Yield Trading
Empowering you with the tools to manage volatile prices and unstable yields. Optimize your profits, unlock and tokenize your future yield, and manage your risks. Pryzm is the layer 1 blockchain for yield optimization.

Get Started[image: Keplr][image: Leap]
Install a compatible wallet to get started!
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-
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-
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Discover PRYZM
Introducing fresh techniques for profit maximization.


Elevate Your Earnings
Unleash Unprecedented Real-Yield Opportunities



Discounted Tokens, Amplified Growth
Investing Made Smarter!



Fixed Yield
Elevate Your Portfolio with Certainty



Preserve Voting Power
Liquid voting power with LSDs and Fixed Yield Tokens



Instant Unstaking, Real Liquidity
Practical choice for Liquid Staking Derivatives



Trade Confidently
Advanced yield AMM, Amplified Liquidity, Better Prices






Unparalleled Trading Prospects Await
Transform your future yield into tradable tokens. Explore Pryzm’s Decentralized Exchange to buy or sell yield with ease.
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These numbers are for illustrative purposes only





Built for Builders
Deploy smart permissionless contracts to harness the power of yield and principal tokens.

Seamless deployment
Empower your projects with Permisionless Smart Contract execution on the Pryzm Blockchain
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Pryzm Unleashed
Tap into its uniqueness. Forge innovation with unprecedented power.
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Yield and Principal tokens
Unleash the potential of Yield and Principal tokens.
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FAQ

What is staking yield?
Staking yield in DeFi is the return you get for depositing your cryptocurrency within a smart contract or a blockchain. By staking your tokens, you’re supporting the platform’s operations and/or security, and in return, you earn rewards, typically in the form of additional tokens or interest.




What is a liquid staking derivative?
A liquid staking derivative (LSD) is like a special ticket you get after you lock up your cryptocurrency to support a network. This ticket proves you’ve staked your crypto, but it also lets you use that locked-up crypto to do other things in DeFi, like earning more rewards, without having to unlock it. In Pryzm you can also use your LSDs to vote in the underlying assets governance.




What is tokenized yield?
Tokenized yield involves dividing yield-bearing assets into two tokens: Principal Tokens (PT) and Yield Tokens (YT). PT represents the original investment, while YT entitles the holder to future yields up to a maturity date. Imagine you have a tree that grows money (yield). In DeFi, you can split this tree into two parts: the trunk (Principal Tokens) and the fruit (Yield Tokens). Owning the trunk means you own the tree itself, while owning the fruit means you get to collect all the money it grows until a certain time (maturity date). This way, you can choose to keep the tree, sell the fruit, or both!




What is fixed yield?
Consider a principal token like an IOU. When you purchase it, you pay below its eventual value. As time passes, its worth increases. Upon reaching the maturity date, you can redeem the underlying asset. The difference between what you initially paid and what you receive is the fixed yield—it remains constant throughout.




What is a maturity date?
In Pryzm, there are two types of tokens tied to an investment: Yield Tokens (YT) and Principal Tokens (PT). Think of Yield Tokens as the fruits of a tree—they provide returns over time, but only until a specific date, known as the maturity date. After this date, the holder of Principal Tokens gains the right to claim ownership of the tree and any future fruits it may bear. The PT holder can choose to keep the tree and its potential future fruits, or tokenize a different time period and sell the rights to future fruits for that period. The maturity date marks the end of Yield Tokens payouts, allowing PT holders to retrieve their initial investment.




What is Pryzm’s Decentralised Exchange?
A decentralized exchange (DEX) is a platform for trading cryptocurrencies directly between users without a central authority. It operates on blockchain technology, ensuring security, privacy, and autonomy. DEXs offer global access to trading opportunities and reduce counterparty risk compared to centralized exchanges, making them essential for transparent and secure cryptocurrency transactions. With Pryzm you have access to many trading tools to help you get the best prices.




How to earn yield using Pryzm?
Pryzm, the first layer 1 dedicated to yield, provides numerous ways to earn yield. Hold an LSD, buy yield tokens, purchase principal tokens for fixed yield, become a liquidity provider on the Pryzm decentralized exchange, or secure the Pryzm blockchain to earn rewards. The Pryzm web app conveniently displays available yields for each option.








Join the revolution trusted by the community.
Supported by the interchain Builders Programme.

No private rounds. Full community backing from thousands of participants in StakeDrop and continuing. Decentralized, fair and scalable finance.
Join now

Partners and integrations
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